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From professional contractors and craftsmen to private home owners, people are finding that an
oscillating multi tool makes life much easier. These amazing tools can replace an entire tool box full
of hand tools, and they are lighter, more powerful, and more convenient. Oscillating multi tools like
the Rockwell Multi Purpose Tool or Dremel Multi-max take power tool technology to a whole new
level. There are many makes and models of these tools; pretty much all of them are tough, versatile,
and very easy to use. They are designed to fit a huge variety of different blades, moving the blade
back and forth at tremendous speed. Depending on the design of the blade, the tool can be used to
precisely cut a wide range of materials: wood, plywood, paneling, fiberglass, plastics, drywall,
carpet, cardboard, and many other materials. They make blades for scraping up old paint, removing
spilled concrete, sharpening, polishing, sanding, and many other tasks. These tools tend to be
lightweight, durable, convenient, and very easy to operate.

For contractors and professional craftsmen, a multi tool can make all the difference. A multi tool can
mean big savings because you donâ€™t have to spend as much money one tools. One tool and some
blades can take the place of many different saws, scrapers, grinders, sanders, and more. That
means you buy less, carry less, and have less to lose when a blade wears out. Replacing a blade is
much cheaper than replacing an entire tool. For instance, you can buy several Bosch Blades for the
price of one good hand tool. A multi tool gives you options â€“ the versatility to continually experiment
and refine your routine as you figure out the very best way to accomplish a task. You can even get
inexpensive off-brand blade replacements online that will make your costs even lower. For people
who do their crafting work professionally â€“ contractors, carpenters, roofers, carpet installers,
plumbers, landscapers, house restorers, auto body workers, etc., these tools are perfect. They save
a ton of cash, and they are much easier to transport. Once you see how convenient it is to just carry
one multi tool and a pocket full of blades, you may never want to go back to the old tools you used
to use.

For home owners, the multi tool is just as useful, especially if you are into home repairs and
upgrades. Any do-it-yourselfer has a lot to gain by bringing this amazing tool into the collection. If
you donâ€™t use tools every day, then it does not make sense to clutter up the garage with a bunch of
hardware that will just collect dust. A multi tool is a smart way to get the most out of your space,
save money, and keep your repairs simple. Most of the typical household tools are replicated by a
single multi tool, so you can keep your tools to a minimum, saving money and avoiding clutter.
Tiling, carpeting, shingling, painting, drywall hanging, and most other typical household jobs are all
made easier with a multi tool, so check them out. You might find that you prefer a Craftsman
Oscillating Multi Tool, a Dremel, a Rockwell, or a Bosch. Thatâ€™s OK. There are plenty to choose
from, and they have all tested very well. The point is to find one that is right for you, and to start
using it â€“ for many reasons.
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This author is a professor and crafter who has written several articles about uses for the a
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